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ABSTRACT: Enzymes within a family often catalyze different
reactions. In some cases, this variety stems from different catalytic
machinery, but in other cases, the machinery is identical; nevertheless,
the enzymes catalyze different reactions. In this review, we examine the
subset of α/β-hydrolase fold enzymes that contain the serine-histidine-
aspartate catalytic triad. Despite having the same protein fold and the
same core catalytic machinery, these enzymes catalyze 17 different
reaction mechanisms. The most common reactions are hydrolysis of C−O, C−N, and C−C bonds (Enzyme Classification (EC)
group 3), but other enzymes are oxidoreductases (EC group 1), acyl transferases (EC group 2), lyases (EC group 4), or
isomerases (EC group 5). Hydrolysis reactions often follow the canonical esterase mechanism, but eight variations occur in which
either the formation or cleavage of the acyl enzyme intermediate differs. The remaining eight mechanisms are lyase-type
elimination reactions, which do not have an acyl enzyme intermediate and, in four cases, do not even require the catalytic serine.
This diversity of mechanisms from the same catalytic triad stems from the ability of the enzymes to bind different substrates;
from the requirements for different chemical steps imposed by these new substrates; and, only in about half of the cases, from
additional hydrogen bond partners or additional general acids/bases in the active site. This detailed analysis shows that binding
differences and noncatalytic residues create new mechanisms and are essential for understanding and designing efficient enzymes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ability of enzymes to catalyze reactions more efficiently
than synthetic catalysts often draws admiration from chemists.
There is an idealized notion that enzymes control reactions by
restricting and focusing the rearrangements of electrons to just
the desired reaction. In a similar mindset, Knowles called
triosephosphate isomerase a perfect enzyme because it catalyzes
its reactions as fast as substrates can diffuse to the active site.1

Indeed, the rate acceleration by enzymes is dramatic and can
reach factors of 1013.2

This admiration grows further as chemists and biochemists
struggle to design and improve enzymes. The state of the art in
computational enzyme design makes ∼100 predictions; of
these, a handful are catalytically active, but the rate
accelerations are still far from those of natural enzymes.3,4

Designing improvements in naturally occurring enzymes still
requires creating and testing tens of thousands of variants.5

These difficulties make clear that there are many aspects of
efficient enzyme catalysis that we do not yet understand.
Another puzzle about enzymes is their catalytic promiscuity.

Enzymes can catalyze, in addition to their natural reaction,
other reactions.6−8 For example, carbonic anhydrase catalyzes
not only the hydration of carbon dioxide, but also efficiently
catalyzes the hydrolysis of esters. Such sloppiness seems
surprising for highly efficient and optimized catalysts.

A third puzzle is how enzymes with similar active sites
catalyze different reactions. Divergent evolution creates families
of enzymes with similar active sites.9,10 Some differ in their
substrate specificity, but others differ in the reactions that they
catalyze. The details that determine which reaction is catalyzed
are critical to understanding why enzymes are efficient and how
to improve them. This review focuses on identifying these
differences for one group of enzymes: α/β-hydrolase fold
enzymes with a Ser-His-Asp active site. We suggest that both
catalytic promiscuity and tendency to catalyze different
reactions with the same machinery come from (1) the ability
to bind different substrates; (2) the requirements for different
chemistry by these substrates; and in about half of the cases, (3)
changes in hydrogen bond partners or general acids/bases in
the active sites that create new mechanistic steps.
The Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad occurs in several protein

folds. For example, it occurs in the α/β-hydrolase fold,
subtilisin fold, and chymotrypsin fold, indicating that evolution
converged on the same solution for catalysis several times.11

This review considers only examples within the α/β-hydrolase
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fold superfamily. Focusing on one protein fold makes it easier
to identify differences for each reaction type.
Two public databases focus on the α/β-hydrolase fold

superfamily of proteins. The ESTHER database7,12,13 gathers
and annotates gene and protein sequences as well as
biochemical, pharmacological and structural data. The α/β-
hydrolase fold enzyme family 3DM database14 is a structure-
based multiple-sequence alignment of ∼60 000 α/β-hydrolase
fold enzymes with separate sequence alignments for subfamilies
if a structure is available for that subfamily.
Within the α/β-hydrolase fold superfamily, 75% (∼44 000)

contain a Ser-His-Asp (Glu) catalytic triad. The diversity of
catalytic activities in this group is the focus of this review. This
review compares catalytic activities within this subset of the α/
β-hydrolase fold superfamily to provide a better understanding
of the versatility of this catalytic core. Of these, 16 600 (37%)
have unknown function and will not be considered further. The
largest group with known function are esterases and lipases
(12 300 sequences, 28%), followed by peptidases (8600
sequences, 19%). The remaining 7000 sequences (16%)
include other hydrolases as well as the less common activities,
such as oxidoreductase and lyase. In addition to these activities,
we also include unnatural activities in this review. Unnatural
activities are promiscuous reactions catalyzed by these enzymes,
but which have no natural role. Researchers previously reviewed
the protein structure aspects of the α/β-hydrolase fold enzyme
family15−18 and the breadth of different catalytic activities in
this family,19−21 but we focus on the Ser-His-Asp subset of
enzymes and the mechanistic diversity within it.
Although we include catalytically promiscuous reactions of

the serine-histidine-aspartate enzymes, most of the review
compares different, albeit similar, enzymes that use different
catalytic mechanisms. To organize these differences, we start
with the Enzyme Commission (EC) classification groups, but
extend it as needed to discuss varying mechanisms. If the
enzymes differ in any of the first three numbers of the four
number classification, then they are different reactions. If they
differ in only the fourth number, then they differ only in
substrate specificity. Differences in substrate specificity will be
included only when the reaction mechanism differs. Khersonsky
and Tawfik22 used a similar classification to distinguish between
catalytic and substrate promiscuity of enzymes; here, we also
use it to compare different enzymes. For reactions that have not
yet been classified by the Enzyme Commission, we use the
most likely classification groups.

2. STRUCTURE AND SUBSTRATE-BINDING SITE OF
α/β-HYDROLASES

Most α/β-hydrolase fold enzymes contain two domains: a
catalytic domain and a cap or lid domain. The α/β-hydrolase
fold refers to the catalytic domain. This domain contains the
core catalytic machinerythe Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad and
the oxyanion holeand it contains part of the substrate
binding site. The lid or cap domain forms the rest of the
substrate-binding site (see below).
The common structure of the catalytic domain is a central β-

sheet of eight strands interconnected by α-helices and with
strand 2 running antiparallel to the rest (Figure 1). This
structure also positions the catalytic triad residues and the
oxyanion hole residues on loops connecting the β-strands and
α-helices.15−18

The catalytic domain varies in size and also in some details of
the catalytic machinery, but none of these differences provide

explanations for the different reactivities discussed later in the
review. For example, instead of a Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad,
some α/β-hydrolase-fold enzymes contain a Ser-His-Glu triad
(∼16% of the Asp + Glu total). In a few cases, the catalytic acid
is located on a different loop.
The oxyanion hole part of the catalytic machinery can also

show differences. In most cases, the oxyanion hole is formed by
hydrogen bonds from two main chain N−H’s. These N−H’s
bind the carbonyl oxygen and stabilize the oxyanion of the
tetrahedral intermediates. One variation in the oxyanion hole is
a third hydrogen bond donor. In lipase B from Candida
antarctica, the side chain Oγ−H of one of the oxyanion hole
residues, Thr40, also donates a hydrogen bond. Another
variation in the oxyanion hole is replacing the main chain N−H
from the oxyanion hole with a side chain interaction. For
example, lipase A from C. antarctica uses the side chain of
Asp95,23 and dipeptidyl peptidase IV uses the side chain
hydroxyl of Tyr547.24,25

The cap or lid domain forms the top part of the substrate
binding site. The structure, amino acid sequence and location
within the linear sequence vary widely. Often the cap domain is
∼100 amino acid residues with mostly helical secondary
structure inserted between strands β6 and β7 of the catalytic
domain. For example, the lid domain of lipase A from C.
antarctica consists of 95 amino acids in six helices;23 however,
the lid domain can be missing completely, as in cutinase;26 it
can be small like the 40 amino acids in MCP hydrolase27 or it
can be large like the 355 amino acids in prolyl oligopeptidase.28

The lid domain sometimes occurs in a different location. For
example, in 2,6-dihydroxy-pseudo-oxynicotine (DHPON) hy-
drolase, the lid domain is at the N-terminus. In addition to a
mainly helical secondary structure, it can also be mainly β-sheet
secondary structure, as in prolyl oligopeptidase.28 Because the
lid domain adds to substrate binding, it also contributes to
substrate specificity. For example, the large lid in prolyl
oligopeptidase creates a tunnel that excludes structured
peptides from the active site and accounts for the preference
of this peptidase for short oligopeptides over larger, structured
proteins. In another example, the lid domain of dipeptidyl
peptidase IV contains a double glutamate motif that binds the
terminal NH3

+ group of a peptide.24,25 The location of this
binding site relative to the catalytic serine allows only
dipeptides to be cleaved. Although the lid domain does not

Figure 1. Schematic of the α/β-hydrolase fold showing sequence of α-
helices (red rectangles) and β-sheets (blue arrows) and location of the
catalytic triad residues and the oxyanion loop. The oxyanion loop
positions one main chain N−H to donate a hydrogen bond to the
oxyanion. The other N−H comes from the residue after the catalytic
serine. These two residues form the oxyanion hole.
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contain any of the core catalytic machinery (Ser-His-Asp triad)
or oxyanion hole, it can contain residues that are essential to
catalysis. For example, the lid domain of DHPON hydrolase
contains an arginine, which is essential for catalytic activity (see
section 7, below). Creating an epoxide hydrolase from an
esterase required exchanging portions of the lid.29

The active site serine divides the substrate-binding site into
two parts: the acyl binding side and the alcohol (or
nucleophile) binding site (Figure 2). This description assumes

the substrate is an ester. The details of this binding site differ
between the α/β-hydrolases. For example, Candida rugosa
lipase contains a wide open nucelophile binding site that
accommodates esters of tertiary alcohols, wheras lipase B from
C. antarctica contains a much smaller nucleophile binding
site.30,31

3. CANONICAL ESTERASE MECHANISM
The canonical esterase mechanism uses the core Ser-His-Asp
catalytic machinery and is the reference point for other
mechanisms discussed in this review. This mechanism is a ping-
pong Bi-Bi reaction involving an acyl-serine enzyme inter-
mediate (Scheme 1). Either the formation or release of the acyl
enzymes may be rate-limiting. The acyl enzyme forms via the
first tetrahedral intermediate and is released via a second
tetrahedral intermediate. To optimize these reactions, compu-
tations suggest that the catalytic triads of esterases adopt a rigid
compromise geometry that minimizes reorganization during
this multistep mechanism.32

When acylation is faster than deacylation, the acyl enzyme
intermediate accumulates and can be characterized by spec-
troscopy, by mass spectrometry, and even by X-ray
crystallography. Typically, either mutagenesis of key residues
or unusual reaction conditions slow release of the acyl enzyme.
Crystal structures of the acyl enzyme intermediate have been
solved for juvenile hormone esterase (PDB id: 2fj033) and
palmitoyl protein thioesterase (PDB id: 1eh534). Surprisingly, a
carboxylesterase Est30 crystal structure showed a tetrahedral
intermediate (PDB id: 1tqh35). The crystallization conditions
presumably stabilized this intermediate, allowing it to
accumulate (Figure 2 above).

In other cases, crystallographers solved crystal structures of
phosphonates or sulfonate covalently linked to the catalytic
serine. Phosphonates mimic the first tetrahedral intermediate,
and sulfonates mimic the second tetrahedral intermediate
(Chart 1). Structures of phosphonates bound to the active site
have been solved for many lipases; for example, Burkholderia
cepacia lipase (PDB id: 1hqd,36 1ys137), two Candida lipases
(PDB id: 1lbs,38 1lpm39), and human lysosomal phospholipase
A2 (PDB id: 4x9540). A structure of sulfonate bound to an
esterase (PDB id: 3ia241) has also been solved. These
structures, combined with detailed kinetic studies, firmly
established the canonical esterase mechanism.

4. OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENCES IN REACTION
MECHANISMS

Table 1 lists 17 different reaction mechanisms catalyzed by α/
β-hydrolase fold enzymes with a Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad and
the reasons that new mechanistic steps arise. Table S1 lists
example reactions along with summaries of the mechanistic
details. The rest of this review examines each reaction in more
detail. Researchers have identified the mechanistic details of
most of these reactions with confidence; the discussion below
notes when the steps are still speculative.
Figure 3 groups these reactions according to differences in

mechanism. Many hydrolasesesterases, thioesterases, and
lipasesfollow the canonical esterase mechanism, but the
remaining 16 reaction mechanisms differ. Eight of these 16 are
variations on the canonical mechanism. They involve an acyl
enzyme intermediate and use the oxyanion hole to stabilize
tetrahedral intermediates, but differ either in the formation or
the cleavage of the acyl enzyme intermediate. The remaining
eight mechanisms are lyase-type mechanisms without an acyl
enzyme intermediate. The lyase-type mechanism uses only
general acid−base catalysis together with binding to orient
substrates for reaction. In four of the lyase-type mechanisms,
the catalytic serine is not required. The serine does not prevent
reaction, so we include it with Ser-His-Asp triad reactions.
In the hydrolase mechanisms, the oxyanion hole always binds

the carbonyl oxygen and stabilizes the oxyanion of the
tetrahedral intermediates. For the lyase-type mechanisms, the
role of the oxyanion hole is more varied. The oxyanion hole
binds a carbonyl oxygen in four cases, but it stabilizes an
enolate or similar species, not a tetrahedral intermediate. The
oxyanion hole also binds a nitrile nitrogen in two cases, nothing
in another two cases, and dioxygen in one case.
Half of the 16 noncanonical mechanisms involve new

hydrogen bonds (four examples) or new general acids/bases
in the mechanisms (four examples, Table 1). Usually the new
interactions come from the enzyme, but sometimes they come
from within the substrate. In another case, the catalytic histidine
makes a new interaction. Usually histidine acts as a base, but in
the decarboxylase, it acts as an acid.
Although it is the enzyme doing the catalysis, the substrate

can create new steps by preventing the usual steps from
occurring. For example, in many lyase reactions, the substrate is
an aldehyde or ketone that cannot hydrolyze. The catalytic
histidine can still deprotonate the serine Oγ, and this
nucleophile may attack the carbonyl carbon to form a
tetrahedral intermediate; however, this tetrahedral intermediate
can only revert to the starting compounds. In these cases, the
serine Oγ may act as a base to form an enolate, and this enolate
can lead to new reactions. Thus, the inability of the substrate to

Figure 2. Substrate-binding site of α/β-hydrolases. (left) Schematic
showing how the active site accommodates different parts of a
tetrahedral intermediate. The active site contains a region to stabilize
the oxyanion as well as regions for the acyl and alcohol parts of an
ester. (right) Ribbon diagram of carboxylesterase Est30 from
Geobacillus stearothermophilus (cap domain in gray, catalytic domain
in green; PDB id: 1tqh) with tetrahedral intermediate for hydrolysis of
propyl acetate and the catalytic serine and histidine in sticks
representation. The active site lies between the two domains. The
inset shows a close-up of the active site. The Ser-His-Asp triad
(aspartate not shown) and the oxyanion hole residues are in the
catalytic domain. The cap domain contributes substrate binding
residues.
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follow the canonical mechanistic steps allows new steps to
occur.
X-ray crystal structures have also been solved for enzymes

that follow variations of the canonical esterase mechanism.
Structures of covalent acyl enzyme intermediates bound to two

acyltransfersases (deacetylcephalosporin C acetyltransferase,
PDB id: 2vax;42 and homoserine transsuccinylase, PDB id:
2vjd43), a peptidase (tricorn-interacting factor F1 peptidase,
PDB id: 1xqw44), and a variant of a C−C hydrolase (MCP
hydrolase, PDB id: 3v1n45) were solved. The structure of a
sulfonate bound to kynurenine formamidase (PDB id: 4e1446)
was reported, and tetrahedral intermediates bound to human
dipeptidyl peptidase IV (PDB id: 1nu8,24 1r9n25) and lactonase
(PDB id: 1hl747) were reported.
Evidence supporting the lyase type mechanism was obtained

from crystal structures of hydroxynitrile lyases with substrate
acetone cyanohydrin (PDB id: 1sc948) and inhibitor benzoic
acid (PDB id: 1gxs49). Bound product in the active site of
menaquinone synthase also supports the proposed mechanism
(PDB id: 4mys50).
The variations in mechanism come from both natural and

promiscuous reactions. Using the canonical mechanism as the
reference point, the remaining 16 mechanisms in Table 1 are
variations. Among the eight variations on the hydrolase
mechanism, only two are for promiscuous reactions. Among
the eight lyase mechanisms, four are for promiscuous reactions.

Scheme 1. Canonical Esterase Mechanism for Hydrolysis of Methyl Acetate, a Typical Estera

aThe top left structure shows the free enzyme with the catalytic triad (Asp-His-Ser) and the oxyanion hole (two main chain amide N−H’s). The first
step is binding the substrate, methyl acetate, in the active site. Attack of serine on the ester carbonyl carbon yields the first tetrahedral intermediate,
Td1. The catalytic histidine acts as a base to deprotonate the serine in this step. Reformation of the carbon−oxygen double bond leads to the release
of methanol and the formation of the acyl enzyme intermediate. Histidine acts as an acid in this step, enabling the leaving group to be methanol
instead of methoxide. Next, water binds to the acyl enzyme intermediate. The active site histidine again acts as a base to deprotonate the water so
that it can attack the carbonyl carbon of the acyl enzyme to form the second tetrahedral intermediate, Td2. Last, reformation of the carbon−oxygen
double bond releases acetic acid and restores the free enzyme state. To draw the mechanistic steps clearly, only selected lone pairs of electrons are
shown.

Chart 1. Phosphonates’ Mimicing of the First Tetrahedral
Intermediate in the Hydrolysis of Esters Just before Loss of
the Alcohol, and Sulfonates’ Mimicing of the Second
Tetrahedral Intermediate Where Water Has Added to the
Acyl Enzyme Intermediate
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Overall, ten of the variations in mechanisms are natural
reactions, and six are promiscuous reactions.

5. EC 1 OXIDOREDUCTASES
EC 1.11 Peroxide As Donor. The oxidation of organic

substrates with hydrogen peroxide catalyzed by lipases or
esterases is a promiscuous, unnatural reaction. Two different
mechanisms were discovered. One is a direct oxidation, and the
other is an indirect oxidation in which the enzyme catalyzes
perhydrolysis to form a peroxy acid, and this peroxy acid
spontaneously oxidizes the organic substrate. The overall
reaction is the same in both cases: incorporation of one
oxygen from hydrogen peroxide into the substrate. The EC
number is the same, but the mechanisms differ.
Direct Epoxidation. Lipase B from C. antarctica catalyzes a

promiscuous direct epoxidation of α,β-unsaturated aldehydes
with hydrogen peroxide (Scheme 2A).51 The reaction occurs in
the active site because no reaction occurs when a known active-
site binding inhibitor blocks the active site. The reaction is
similarly fast with either wt CAL-B or the mutant in which
alanine replaces the active site serine; thus, no acyl enzyme
intermediate is possible. In addition, there cannot be a peracid
intermediate (see perhydrolysis below) because the reaction
mixture did not contain carboxylic acids or esters. The apparent
kcat was ∼0.5 s−1, and the reaction showed no enantioselectivity.
Since no acyl enzyme forms, this is a lyase-type mechanism.

Experiments and theoretical calculations suggest that catalysis
involves (1) base activation of the hydrogen peroxide by the
catalytic histidine, (2) stabilization of oxyanion intermediate by

the oxyanion hole, and (3) positioning the reactants for
reaction (Scheme 2B). The reaction likely follows a two-step
mechanism: first, the addition of hydrogen peroxide to the β-
carbon to form an oxyanion intermediate and, second, the
collapse of this intermediate to form an epoxide and eliminate
water. The catalytic histidine deprotonates the attacking oxygen
of hydrogen peroxide in the first step and protonates the
leaving water oxygen in the second step. The oxyanion hole of
CAL-B contains three potential hydrogen bond donors: main
chain N−H of Gln106, main chain N−H of Thr40, and γ-OH
of Thr40. Calculations suggest that only the last two contribute
to stabilization of the oxyanion intermediate in this case. There
are no special hydrogen bonds or general acid/base
interactions. In this review, we call this mechanism the
conjugate addition mechanism. Several other reactions
discussed in section 8, below, follow this mechanism.
The mechanism cannot be a hydrolysis because the

substratean α,β-unsaturated aldehydecannot hydrolyze.
Nevertheless, similar mechanistic steps occur during the new
reaction. The carbonyl group binds in the oxyanion hole, which
polarizes the carbonyl, as in hydrolysis of an ester. Because the
substrate contains an α,β-unsaturated double bond, this α,β-
bond is also polarized for nucleophilic attack at the β-position.
The catalytic histidine acts as a base and can deprotonate the
catalytic serine, a water molecule, or a hydrogen peroxide
molecule. Any of these three can attack the carbonyl carbon,
but these attacks form tetrahedral intermediates that can only
return to starting materials. With some adjustments in
structure, any of these three nucleophiles can attack the β-
carbon. Only the attack of hydrogen peroxide creates a path to
a stable product. Thus, the binding of a new substrate, which
cannot undergo the natural reaction, leads to a new
intermediate. The role of the catalytic histidine as general
base is the same as its role in hydrolysis.

Perhydrolysis (Bromoperoxidase). Bromoperoxidases,
for example, bromoperoxidase A1 Streptomyces aureofaciens,52

catalyze the formation of hypobromite from bromide and
hydrogen peroxide (Scheme 3A). The resulting hypobromite
reacts spontaneously with organic compounds to introduce
bromine. Most bromoperoxidases contain a heme or metal

Figure 3. Venn diagrams of differences between the 17 different
reactions catalyzed by α/β-hydrolase fold enzymes with a Ser-His-Asp
catalytic triad. Nine reactions follow a hydrolase mechanism with an
acyl enzyme intermediate. The first is the canonical esterase
mechanism. Eight other mechanisms are similar, but differ in either
the formation of the acyl enzyme (five examples) or the release of the
acyl enzyme (three examples). Eight reactions follow a lyase-type
mechanism in which no acyl enzyme forms. Some of these reactions
do not require active site serine, whereas the others do, but use it
differently. The oxyanion hole is used by most reactions to bind the
oxygen of a carbonyl, but it can also bind a nitrile nitrogen, a dioxygen
molecule, or nothing at all. The decarboxylase mechanism does not
use the catalytic serine or the oxyanion hole.

Scheme 2. Direct Epoxidation of α,β-Unsaturated Aldehydes
with Hydrogen Peroxide Catalyzed by CAL-B or the CAL-B
S105A Varianta

a(A) The epoxidation occurs in buffer or organic solvent and yields
racemic epoxide. The active site serine is not needed for catalysis, so
no acyl enzyme intermediate can form. (B) The proposed mechanism
supported by calculations involves deprotonation of H2O2 by the
active site histidine and stabilization of the oxyanion intermediate by
the oxyanion hole.
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cofactor, but bromoperoxidases in the α/β-hydrolase fold
family do not and are called cofactor-independent bromoper-
oxidases. Their peroxidase activity requires acetate or other
carboxylic acids and is more precisely called perhydrolase
activity.53,54 These cofactor-independent bromoperoxidases
catalyze the conversion of acetate and hydrogen peroxide to
peracetic acid. Next, the peracetic acid, which is more reactive
than hydrogen peroxide, reacts with bromide to form
hypobromite (Scheme 3B). This hypobromite reacts with
organic compounds as before. Thus, the bromoperoxidase
activity of α/β-hydrolases is an enzyme-catalyzed perhydrolysis
of carboxylic acids. In this review, the bromoperoxidases are
called perhydrolases to emphasize the chemical step that they
catalyze.
Since water and hydrogen peroxide are similar, one might

expect that all hydrolases would also catalyze perhydrolysis and
that the mechanisms would be the same. Surprisingly, only
some hydrolases catalyze perhydrolysis, and those that do vary
in their abilities. A good perhydrolase has a kcat > ∼5 s−1. Below,
we identify a hydrogen bond acceptor interaction that improves
the perhydrolysis activity, but there are likely other features,
currently unknown, that promote or hinder perhydrolysis.
Perhydrolysis is a promiscuous unnatural reaction; the natural
function of these esterases may be lactone hydrolysis.55,56

Pseudomonas fluorescens esterase (PFE) catalyzes the slow
perhydrolysis of acetic acid, kcat ∼ 0.1 s−1 (Scheme 4). Two
variants of this esterase are much better catalysts for
perhydrolysis. PFE-L29P catalyzes perhydrolyis 43-fold faster57

(kcat ∼ 5 s−1), and PFE L29I catalyzes perhydrolysis 83-fold
faster58 (kcat ∼ 10 s−1).
There are two ways that the reaction mechanism can change

to increase the rate of perhydrolysis. Perhydrolysis of acetic acid
involves formation of an acetyl serine intermediate, followed by
cleavage of the intermediate by hydrogen peroxide (Scheme 4).
The rate-determining step of perhydrolysis is the first step,
formation of the acetyl enzyme intermediate. Increasing the

rate of acetyl enzyme formation would increase the rate of
perhydrolysis. Another possibility is to increase the selectivity of
the cleavage step for hydrogen peroxide over water. Reaction
with water regenerates the starting acetic acid, and reaction
with hydrogen peroxide yields product.
Both PFE variants are better perhydrolases because they

form the acyl enzyme faster; their selectivity for hydrogen
peroxide over water is unchanged or lower as compared with
wild type. For example, PFE-L29P catalyzed the isotope
exchange between acetic acid and H2

18O 26 times faster than
the wild-type, an increase that is similar to the 43-fold increase
in kcat for perhydrolysis. The selectivity of L29P PFE for
hydrogen peroxide over water was up to 2-fold lower than that
for wild type.57

X-ray crystal structures suggest a molecular basis for the
faster formation of acetyl enzyme (Chart 2). Thus, perhy-
drolysis follows the canonical hydrolase mechanism, but the
formation of the acetyl enzyme is faster as a result of an extra
hydrogen bond acceptor from the enzyme.
Other perhydrolases in the α/β-hydrolase superfamily

catalyze perhydrolysis of esters.59 These perhydrolases are
also serine hydrolases, but lack the proline in the oxyanion
loop. The rate-determining steps and competing reactions for
these ester perhydrolases differ from the acid perhydrolases
described above, but the mechanism is similar to the canonical
esterase mechanism. Ester perhydrolases are not included in
this review.

EC 1.13 Dioxygenase. Dioxygenases catalyze the addition
of both atoms of oxygen to a substrate, typically using metal or
organic cofactors.60,61 One exception is an α/β-hydrolase fold
family dioxygenase, which does not use metals or cofactors. The
1H-3-hydroxy-4-oxoquinoline 2,4-dioxygenase (HOD) from
Arthrobacter nitroguajacolicus Rü61a converts 1H-3-hydroxy-4-
oxoquinaldine (QND) to carbon monoxide and N-acetylan-
thranilate (Scheme 5).62,63 This dioxygenase cleaves two
carbon−carbon bonds using oxygen as the oxidant. Direct
reaction of organic compounds with oxygen is usually slow
because electrons are paired in organic compounds, while
oxygen has unpaired electrons. The key step of this dioxygenase
is deprotonation of the substrate to create an anion that is
intrinsically reactive toward molecular oxygen.64 The higher
electron energy of an anion allows a single electron transfer
from the anion to oxygen to form a [substrate radical−
superoxide anion radical] pair.
Like other α/β-hydrolase enzymes, the active site is at the

interface between the catalytic and cap domains. The binding
site is flat and circular with a basin at the end containing the
oxyanion hole residues. Steady-state kinetics suggest that 1H-3-
hydroxy-4-oxoquinaldine binds first in the flat portion of the
active site (Scheme 6).65 The catalytic serine oxygen donates a

Scheme 3. Enzyme-Catalyzed Perhydrolysisa

aEnzyme-catalyzed perhydrolysis accounts for the bromoperoxidase
activity in the α/β-hydrolase family. (A) Bromoperoxidases catalyze
the formation of hypobromite from bromide and peroxides such as
hydrogen peroxide. In a second step, hypobromite reacts sponta-
neously with organic compounds such as monochlorodimedone to
replace a hydrogen with bromine. (B) Some α/β-hydrolases show
bromoperoxidase activity in acetate buffer. The α/β-hydrolases
catalyze the perhydrolysis of acetic acid to form peracetic acid. Next,
the peracetic acid spontaneously reacts with bromide to form
hypobromite. This hypobromite can spontaneously brominate organic
compounds, as in panel A.

Scheme 4. Perhydrolysis of Acetic Acida

aIn the top equation, it yields peracetic acid. The reaction involves an
acetyl enzyme intermediate, whose formation limits the reaction rate
(bottom equation).
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hydrogen bond to the C4 carbonyl oxygen of QND, the 3-OH
group of QND donates a hydrogen bond to the catalytic
histidine, and the NH of QND donates a hydrogen bond to the
main chain carbonyl oxygen of Trp36. Replacement of serine
with alanine weakens substrate binding, but does not affect the
reaction rate,65 leading to the proposed mechanism involving
only the His-Asp dyad.
To start the reaction, the catalytic histidine deprotonates the

3-OH.66 The oxyanion hole binds molecular oxygen below the
substrate’s ring.67 The overall positive electrostatic potential of
the oxyanion hole region suggests a single electron transfer
from the substrate to oxygen to form a [substrate radical−
superoxide anion radical] pair.67 Coupling of these two radicals
forms a peroxide intermediate, which can attack the carbonyl,
forming the endoperoxide. Models of the endoperoxide
intermediate in the active site suggest a close interaction
between Trp160 and leaving CO that destabilizes this
intermediate, favoring the release of CO. In the final step, the

organic substrate removes a proton from His251 and leaves the
active site.
Thus, the key features that enable this new chemistry are (1)

binding of the quinaldine and oxygen substrates, (2) the
inability of the substrate to undergo hydrolysis, and (3) the
electrostatic environment that favors the electron transfer to
form the [substrate radical−superoxide anion radical] pair.

6. EC 2 TRANSFERASE
EC 2.3 Acyl Transferase. Acyl transferases (Enzyme

Commission number 2.3) catalyze the transfer of an acyl
group from a donor, usually an ester or thioester, to an
acceptor, usually an alcohol or amine, thereby forming esters or
amides. For example, the enzyme DAC-acetyltransferase
catalyzes the transfer of an acetyl group from acetyl-CoA to
the alcohol deacetylcephalosporin C (DAC) in the final step in
the synthesis of the antibiotic cephalosporin C (Chart 3).42

Like hydrolases, acyl transferases form an acyl enzyme
intermediate, but acyl transferases transfer this acyl group to
an acceptor, avoiding hydrolysis.
The mechanistic difference between an acyl transferase and

esterase occurs in the second stage−cleavage of the acyl enzyme
intermediate (Scheme 7). Acyl transferases favor reaction with
an amine or alcohol acceptor, whereas esterases favor reaction
with water. This difference is not absolute: hydrolysis of the
acyl donor is a side reaction of acyl transferases, and esterases in
an organic solvent catalyze acyl transfer to acceptors other than
water. Examples include resolution of alcohols by enantiose-
lective acylation, regioselective acylation of sugars, and
synthesis of polymers by ring-opening polymerization of
lactones.68 This preference in acyl transferases comes from
both features that favor the amine or alcohol acceptor over
water and features that disfavor water.
In some cases, crystal structures show specific binding

interactions between the alcohol acceptor and the alcohol-
binding site of the acyl transferase. These interactions favor
binding of the alcohol over water and, thus, favor acyl transfer
over hydrolysis. For example, the active site of acyl transferases
Srf TE and Mycobacterium antigens are hydrophobic, so they
favor binding of a hydrophobic acceptor. In a second example,
the enzyme DAC acetyltransferase also tightly binds the alcohol
acceptor DAC (KM = 0.04,69 0.370 mM). An X-ray crystal
structure of DAC bound to DAC acetyltransferase (PDB id:
2vav42) shows multiple hydrogen bonds and ion pair
interactions that bind and orient this alcohol for reaction
(Chart 3). In a third example, homoserine transacetylase
catalyzes the transfer of the acetyl group from acetyl-CoA to
homoserine. A model of the tetrahedral intermediate for acetyl
transfer to homoserine based on the X-ray structure of the
enzyme shows ion pairs between the homoserine amino group
and Asp338 and the homoserine carboxyl group and Arg212.71

Both of these residues are absolutely conserved in homoserine

Chart 2. Active Site Differences between Esterase and
Variants with Higher Perhydrolase Activity Affecting the
Rate of Acetyl Enzyme Formationa

a(A) In variant PFE-L29P, the main chain carbonyl of Trp28 accepts a
hydrogen bond from the leaving water of the tetrahedral intermediate.
This interaction speeds acetyl enzyme formation. (B) In wild type
PFE, this carbonyl group is farther from the active site. It can also
accept a hydrogen bond via a water molecular bridge, but this bridge
can also donate a hydrogen bond, which would hinder water loss. (C)
In variant PFE-L29I, an acetate, held by the main chain amides of Ile29
and Leu30, accepts a hydrogen bond. A negatively charged acetate is a
better hydrogen bond acceptor than water, which may account for the
faster perhydrolysis catalyzed by PFE-L29I as compared to PFE-L29P.
(D) The general mechanism for a faster perhydrolase is to position a
hydrogen bond acceptor for the leaving water in the tetrahedral
intermediate.

Scheme 5. Bacterial Oxidation of Quinaldine (R = CH3) to Catechola

aThe α/β-hydrolase 1H-3-hydroxy-4-oxoquinoline 2,4-dioxygenase converts 1H-3-hydroxy-4-oxoquinaldine to carbon monoxide and N-
acetylanthranilate by oxidative cleavage of the C2−C3 and C3−C4 bonds.
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transacetylases. This binding positions the homoserine hydroxyl
in the ideal location for acetyl transfer from Ser143.
Acyl transferases may also reduce the reactivity of water by a

subtle difference in the conformation of the oxyanion loop in
the active site. The conformation of the oxyanion loop differs in
acyl transferases and esterases41 (Chart 4). In esterases, an

amide carbonyl oxygen points toward the alcohol binding
region, whereas in acyl transferases, an amide N−H points to
this region. An X-ray structure of an esterase containing a
bound sulfonate transition state analog shows a bridging water
molecule that can act as a base to increase the nucleophilicity of
the attacking water molecule. In contrast, the interaction in acyl

Scheme 6. Proposed Reaction Mechanism Proposed for Cofactor-Free Dioxygenase Cleavage of QND with Oxygena

aThe reaction does not involve an acyl enzyme intermediate, and the Ser-His-Asp triad serves only as a general acid−base catalyst. For clarity, the
aspartate residue of the catalytic triad (Asp126) is not shown. Similarly, only selected electrons are shown. Dioxygen is shown in green.
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transferases involves the acidic N−H, which decreases the
reactivity of water. This activation or deactivation disappears for
alcohol nucleophiles because the alcohol R group displaces the
bridging water molecule.
Several lipases favor acyl transfer to alcohols59,72,73 or

hydroxylamine74−76 (over hydrolysis even in aqueous solution).
For example, lipase from Candida parapsilosis converts ethyl
oleate and hydroxylamine to the oleylhydroxamic acid in 40%
yield.74 The preference for alcohols is likely due to a
hydrophobic nucleophile site that favors binding an alcohol
over water. Engineering a more hydrophobic nucleophile site
increased the acyl transferase versus hydrolase activity of C.
antarctica lipase A by ∼50%.77 The preference for hydroxyl-
amine is in part because hydroxylamine is a good nucleophile,
but other factors must also contribute because enzymes differ in
their preference for hydroxylamine over water.
Thus, acyl transferases follow the canonical esterase

mechanism, but differ in the release of the acyl enzyme.
Transfer to an acceptor is favored over water by binding site
changes that favor binding of the acceptor and a hydrogen bond
donation that deactivates water.

7. EC 3 HYDROLASES

EC 3.1.1 C−O Carboxylic Acid Esterases. Esterase.
Section 3 described the canonical esterase mechanism. This is a
natural reaction catalyzed by many hydrolases. For example, an
esterase in tobacco catalyzes hydrolysis of methyl salicylate as
part of a defense signal.78

Here, we describe an example of different substrate binding,
which changed the mechanism of an ester hydrolysis by
preventing the catalytic histidine from acting as a general acid.
We do not include this variation as a new mechanism among
the 17 possible mechanisms.
Esterase 2 from Alicyclobacillus acidocaldarius catalyzes the

hydrolysis of both n-hexanoate and n-dodecanoate p-nitro-
phenyl esters, but the rate-limiting step differs for the two
substrates.79 For the n-hexanoate, formation of the acyl enzyme
is fast, as expected for an ester with a good leaving group, such
as p-nitrophenol. Cleavage of the acyl enzyme is the rate-
limiting step. However, for the n-dodecanoate, formation of the
acyl enzyme is surprisingly slow and limits the rate. Presteady-
state kinetics show a burst of p-nitrophenol release for the n-
hexanoate consistent with fast acylation, but no burst for the n-
dodecanoate.
A crystal structure of an enzyme variant containing n-

hexadecanoylsulfonate covalently bound to the active site serine
suggested an explanation; the two substrates bind differently.
The n-hexanoyl substrate likely binds normally with the n-
hexanoyl group in the acyl binding site, and the p-nitrophenol,
in the alcohol binding site. The reaction mechanism follows the
canonical esterase mechanism. In contrast, the n-hexadecanoyl
inhibitor and likely the n-dodecanoyl substrate are too long for
the acyl binding site and instead bind in a reversed orientation
with the acyl group in the alcohol-binding site and the p-
nitrophenyl group in the acyl binding site. This reversal places
the oxygen of the p-nitrophenol leaving group too far from the
catalytic histidine to accept a hydrogen bond. This lack of a
hydrogen bond slows the collapse of the first tetrahedral
intermediate and accounts for the slower acylation for this
substrate. The details of the mechanism for release of the acyl
enzyme are unknown; one possibility is that the longer
dodecanoate moves to bind to the acyl binding site, and the
mechanism proceeds as in the canonical esterase mechanism.
Thus, ester hydrolysis normally follows the canonical esterase

mechanism, but the details may differ in individual cases.
Lipase. Lipases catalyze the hydrolysis of triglycerides and

also follow the canonical esterase mechanism. For example,
lipase from C. rugosa (PDB id: 1trh80) is a broad-specificity
enzyme with applications such as generation of flavors from
milk fats. The key difference between lipase activity and
esterase activity is that triglycerides are water-insoluble
substrates. Lipases contain a hydrophobic region on their lid
domains. This hydrophobic region binds them to the water−
triglyceride interface, where the triglyceride can partition into
the active site.81

Lactonase. Although lactones are simply cyclic esters, their
shapes differ as a result of the different conformation along the
Ccarbonyl−Oalcohol bond (Chart 5). Esters have a strong
preference (4−5 kcal/mol) to orient the alcohol carbon cis
to the carbonyl oxygen, in part because this orientation cancels
the dipoles along the carbonyl CO and the Calcohol−Oalcohol
bond. In lactone rings smaller than eight, this conformation is
impossible, so the alcohol carbon orients trans to the carbonyl
oxygen.

Chart 3. The Final Step of Cephalosporin C biosynthesis and
X-ray Structurea

a(A) The final step of cephalosporin C biosynthesis involves acetyl
transfer from acetyl-CoA to deacetyl cephalosporin C. (B) An X-ray
structure shows many hydrogen bonds and ion pair interactions that
bind the alcohol DAC (blue lines) in the alcohol site of DAC
acetyltransferase. These interactions favor binding of this alcohol
instead of water and therefore favor acetyl transfer over acetyl
hydrolysis. The structure shows the catalytic serine 149 in the
acetylated form.

Scheme 7. Formation of an Acyl-Serine Enzyme
Intermediate by Acyl Transferasesa

aLike hydrolases, acyl transferases form an acyl-serine enzyme
intermediate, but unlike hydrolases, acyl transferases transfer this
group to an acceptor (usually an alcohol or amine), not to water. The
acyl donor is usually an ester or thioester.
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The different shape of lactones as compared to esters
requires two differences in a lactonase as compared with an
esterase. First, the binding site for a lactone should favor the
cyclic form of a lactone over the extended form of an ester. The
X-ray structure of N-acyl homoserine hydrolase from
Ochrobactum sp. indeed shows such a binding site.82 This
lactonase catalyzes the hydrolysis of the homoserine lactone
ring (Scheme 8). To bind the substrate in the active site
without reaction, the researchers used the inactive Ser102Gly
variant. The structure reveals an active site similar to esterases,
but with no room to accommodate an alcohol group in the
extended conformation. This lack of space favors binding of
lactones over esters. In another case, reducing the size of the
alcohol binding site in an esterase increased its affinity for the
lactone more than 50-fold.55

Chart 4. Chain Conformation of the Oxyanion Loop in Acyl Transferasesa

aA different main chain conformation of the oxyanion loop in acyl transferases can lower the reactivity of water, but not alcohols. In esterases (top),
the main chain carbonyl oxygen acts as a base via a bridging water molecule to activate the attacking water molecule. In acyl transferases, the N−H
acts as an acid via a bridging water molecule to deactivate the attacking water molecule. For the acyl transfer reaction, the attacking nucleophile is an
alcohol, which is larger than water. This alcohol displaces the bridging water molecule, thereby eliminating any activating or deactivating effects. Acyl
transferases may also favor binding of the incoming alcohol nucleophile.

Chart 5. Cyclic Nature of a Lactonea

aThe cyclic nature of a lactone creates a different shape in the alcohol
part as compared with an ester. In esters, the alcohol carbon orients cis
to the carbonyl oxygen to cancel the two dipoles shown. In lactones,
rings smaller than eight force the alcohol carbon trans to the carbonyl
oxygen. The different alcohol carbon location also changes the location
of the lone pairs on the alcohol oxygen in esters versus lactones.

Scheme 8. Reaction and Key Catalytic Steps Catalyzed by N-Acyl Homoserine Lactone Hydrolasea

a(A) The lactonase catalyzes hydrolysis of the homoserine lactone ring. (B) Proposed mechanism for formation of the acyl enzyme intermediate
based on the X-ray structure with bound substrate (PDB id: 4g8b). The lone pairs on the lactone’s alcohol oxygen point away from the catalytic
histidine and accept a hydrogen bond from Tyr160. We propose that this residue, which is essential for catalysis, acts as the proton donor in place of
the catalytic histidine.
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The second difference required by the different shape is an
alternative proton donor. The lone pairs on the alcohol oxygen
of a lactone point in the opposite direction as compared with
esters. The lone pairs in lactones point away from the catalytic
histidine; protonation requires a proton donor in a different
orientation. The crystal structure of the inactive Ser102Gly
variant of N-acyl homoserine lactonase with bound substrate
shows cap residue Tyr160 positioned to donate a proton to the
lactone (Scheme 8). Mutagenesis of Tyr160 to glycine
eliminated lactonase activity, showing that Tyr160 is essential
for catalysis. We propose that this tyrosine acts as the proton
donor in place of the catalytic histidine, as shown below.
Tyr160 lies opposite His248 in the active site, an ideal location
to protonate a lactone substrate.
EC 3.1.2 Thioesterases. Thioesterases catalyze hydrolysis

of thioesters, often protein thioesters (Scheme 9). The two

available structures of thioesterases in the α/β-hydrolase-fold
superfamily did not reveal features unique to a thioesterase;
neither did these thioesterases have a clear preference for
thioesters. The active site of palmitoyl protein thioesterase is
similar to that of an esterase.34 Although this thioesterase did
not catalyze hydrolysis of any of the oxoesters tested,83 the
ester substrates were not exact mimics of the thioesters, so
shape specificity may also have contributed to the lack of
activity. Thioesters are also more reactive than oxoesters in
general. The active site structure of myristoyl acyl carrier
protein thioesterase from Vibrio harveyi, which also catalyzes
hydrolysis of oxoesters, showed a missing N−H donor for the
oxyanion hole, so the structure may not reveal the catalytically
active conformation. The authors suggested that catalysis might
require a structural rearrangement similar to that required in
some lipases.84 Thus, thioesterase catalysis likely follows the
canonical esterase mechanism.
EC 3.1.8 Phosphate Triester Hydrolases. Organo-

phosphates can irreversibly inhibit serine esterases by forming
stable covalent adducts with the catalytic serine (see Chart 1
above). Organophosphorus compounds are used as insecti-
cides, drugs, and nerve agents. For example, the anti-glaucoma
drug echothiophate acts by forming a covalent adduct with
cholinesterases (Scheme 10). Loss of the thiol leaving group
leaves a stable phosphoryl enzyme intermediate. Water cannot
attack this intermediate because (1) the water binding site is
blocked by one of the O-alkyl groups of the phosphonate, (2)
the active site histidine is still protonated and cannot act as a
base, and (3) the phosphorus center is more crowded than the
carbon in an acyl enzyme intermediate.
Insects evolve resistance to insecticides by enabling new

mechanistic steps that allow hydrolysis of the intermediate. The
new steps, enabled by a single amino acid substitution, activate
a water molecule in another part of the active site. For example,
the Glu137Asp replacement in Lucilia cuprina (blowfly)
carboxylesterase confers resistance to the organophosphate
insecticide chlorfenvinphos.85 Glu137 originates from the
catalytic domain. Mutation of the equivalent residue in
butylcholinesterase, Gly117His, enabled it to catalyze hydrol-

ysis of ecothiophate and the insecticide paraoxon (Scheme
10).86,87 The new histidine activates a water molecule in a
region different from the normal water-binding site and
promotes attack at the phosphorus (Scheme 10B). Although
this rate is slow, it corresponds to a 100 000-fold enhancement
over the spontaneous rate. Thus, the new general base creates a
new mechanism.

EC 3.4 C−N Bond Hydrolysis in Peptides: Peptidases.
Peptidases or proteases catalyze the hydrolysis of C−N bonds
in peptides. For example, prolyl oligopeptidase (EC 3.4.21.26)
cleaves the amide bond after proline in neuropeptides such as
oxytocin.88 For assays, researchers often use chromogenic
substrates (Scheme 11).
Although esterases have active sites similar to peptidases,

esterases do not catalyze peptide hydrolysis or catalyze
hydrolysis very slowly. One hypothesis focuses on the oxygen
atom in esters versus the N−H at the corresponding position in
amides. Syreń and Hult89 proposed that the hydrogen atom on
the amide nitrogen may disrupt formation of the key catalytic
hydrogen bond between the catalytic histidine and the nitrogen
atom of the amide substrate. The ester oxygen does not have an
attached hydrogen atom, so a similar disruption cannot occur
(Chart 6A).
During formation of the tetrahedral intermediate, stereo-

electronic effects favor an orientation of the amide that is
unreactive for the collapse of the tetrahedral intermediate.
Stereoelectronic effects favor pointing the lone pair anti to the
incoming serine, which orients the nitrogen lone pair away
from the histidine.90 Moving it to a reactive orientation requires
either rotation of the nitrogen or inversion of its configuration.
Rotation is likely hindered in an active site, so inversion is the
likely mechanism.
Peptidases catalyze the inversion of the nitrogen config-

uration using hydrogen bond acceptors. In some cases, this
hydrogen bond acceptor comes from the substrate, but in other
cases, it comes from the enzyme. The two mechanisms are
considered to be one and the same. For the prolyl
endopeptidase, the hydrogen bond acceptor is the substrate’s
prolyl carbonyl oxygen (Chart 6B).91A crystal structure of the

Scheme 9. Palmitoyl−Protein Thioesterase (EC 3.2.1.22)
Catalysis Hydrolysis of Palmitoyl Cysteine Residues on the
Surface of H-Ras Protein83

Scheme 10. Illustration That Organophosphates Inhibit
Esterases by Forming Stable Phosphoryl Enzyme
Intermediates, But a Histidine in a New Region of the Active
Site Can Promote Hydrolysisa

a(A) Slow hydrolysis of the cholinesterase inhibitor echothiophate by
a human butyryl cholinesterase variant. (B) The Gly117His
substitution allows positioning and activation of a water molecule to
hydrolyze phosphorylserine intermediate.
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catalytically inactive Ser554Ala variant of prolyl oligopeptidase
complexed with an octapeptide shows a hydrogen bond
between the NH of the leaving group and a carbonyl group
of the prolyl residue in the peptide. Another observation
consistent with this explanation is that lipases catalyze
hydrolysis of amides that contain an internal hydrogen bond
acceptor faster than similar substrates without the hydrogen
bond acceptor.92,93 In other cases, such as tricorn-interacting
aminopeptidase F1,94 the enzyme active site contains a
hydrogen bond acceptor. The inactive Ser105Ala mutant of

F1 was crystallized with a dipeptide that reveals a hydrogen
bond between the NH leaving group and lid residue Glu213
(PDB id: 1xqw94) (Chart 6C).
To test the importance of hydrogen bond acceptors in amide

hydrolysis, two groups introduced a hydrogen bond acceptor in
the active site of a lipase95,96 to increase the rate of amide
hydrolysis. The Ile189Met or Ile189Glu variants of CAL-B
catalyzed hydrolysis of 4-nitroacetanilide 17−24 times faster
than the wild type enzyme, respectively. Ile189 originates from
the lid. These variants catalyzed the hydrolysis of esters slightly
more slowly (70−80% of wt rate), also consistent with the
notion that the hydrogen bond only increases the rate of amide
hydrolysis.

EC 3.5 C−N Bond Hydrolysis in Substrates Other than
Peptides. Kynurenine formamidase (EC 3.5.1.9) converts N-
formyl-L-kynurenine to formic acid and kynurenine in the
tryptophan degradation pathway (Scheme 12).97 This reaction

is also an amide hydrolysis, but its EC number differs from
peptidases (EC 3.4) because the amide is not a peptide amide.
The mechanism is likely similar to that for amidases.
Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride inactivates the enzyme, indicat-
ing a serine nucleophile mechanism, and the X-ray structure of
the Drosophila enzyme shows a typical Ser-His-Asp catalytic
triad. The mechanism likely involves the substrate-assisted
catalysis like the one in peptidases, in which an internal
hydrogen bond from the substrate orients the amide N−H
away from the catalytic histidine. Substrate docking into the X-
ray structure of the formamidase from Drosophila47 did not
identify what distinguishes this amidase from esterases, but here
we suggest that an internal hydrogen bond promotes nitrogen
inversion, as discussed above for the prolyl peptidases.

EC 3.7 Hydrolysis of C−C Bonds. Meta-Cleavage
Product Hydrolase. Microbial oxidation of aromatic com-
pounds usually proceeds via meta-cleavage products (Scheme
13). (The designation meta refers to cleavage between a
hydroxylated carbon and an adjacent nonhydroxylated carbon.)
These meta-cleavage products are vinylogous 1,5-diketones,
drawn below as an enol tautomer, which extends the
conjugation. Meta-cleavage product hydrolases (MCP-hydro-

Scheme 11. Hydrolysis of Amide Links after Proline by Prolyl Oligopeptidasea

aThe natural substrates are various peptides; the substrate shown is a chromogenic substrate often used in assays.

Chart 6. N−H on an Amide May Interfere with Catalysis,
But Peptidases Avoid This Interference with Hydrogen
Bond Acceptors That Speed Inversion at the Nitrogena

a(A) Breakdown of the first tetrahedral intermediate in the hydrolysis
of an amide requires protonation of the nitrogen. If the N−H of the
amide, not the lone pair of the amide, points toward the catalytic
histidine, it prevents protonation. (B) Prolyl endopeptidases use an
intramolecular hydrogen bond to promote inversion of the nitrogen.
The prolyl carbonyl oxygen of the prolyl peptide substrate accepts a
hydrogen bond from the N−H of the leaving amide. This drawing is
based on an X-ray structure of the catalytically inactive Ser554Ala
variant complexed with an octapeptide91 (PDB id: 1e8m). (C)
Glutamate 213 is a hydrogen bond acceptor in the active site of
tricorn-interacting aminopeptidase F1, which may similarly promote
inversion of the nitrogen.

Scheme 12. Hydrolysis of an Amide during Tryptophan
Degradation Catalyzed by Kynurenine Formamidasea

aAn internal hydrogen bond, shown in red dashes, may contribute to
catalysis by preventing the N−H from disrupting the catalytic
histidine.
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lases) catalyze hydrolysis of C−C bonds in these vinylogous
1,5-diketones.98

The meta-cleavage product in the oxidation of biphenyl is 2-
hydroxy-6-oxo-6-phenylhexa-2,4-dienoic acid (HOPDA). The
2-hydroxyl group readily deprotonates (pKa = 7.3) to form the
dianion because this planar molecule can delocalize the negative
charge over many atoms (Scheme 14). X-ray structures show

that binding to the enzyme twists the molecule to a nonplanar
conformation.45 This twist and the binding of the carbonyl
oxygen to the oxyanion hole localize the negative charge to C5
and the oxyanion.
The structure of BphD Ser112Ala mutant was solved with

the substrate bound in this nonplanar form (Figure 4). The
active site of MCP-hydrolases contains five residues not found
in esterases (Table 2). Four of these (Asn111, Phe175, Arg190,
Trp260; numbering from the Burkholderia xenovorans enzyme)
contact the dienoate part of the substrate,99 which corresponds
to the alcohol binding region of an esterase. Replacement of
any of these residues with alanine decreased kcat/KM by >99%,
which is consistent with an essential role in catalysis. The
remaining conserved residue, Cys263, lies in the second sphere
of residues. Replacement of this cysteine with alanine decreased
the kcat/KM by only 30%, so this cysteine is not essential to
catalysis,100 and its roles are unclear. MCP hydrolases also have
a nonpolar site that binds the phenyl moiety and corresponds
to the acyl binding site of an esterase.45 Esterases rarely accept
benzoate esters, so this region must also differ in MCP
hydrolases.
The unique feature of the mechanism for C−C bond

hydrolysis is that the substrate, not the catalytic histidine, is the

base that deprotonates the active site serine (Scheme 15).45,101

The negatively charged C5 acts as the base to deprotonate Oγ
of Ser112. Upon deprotonation, the Oγ anion attacks the C6
carbonyl to form the first tetrahedral intermediate. The reason
for the change in mechanism is that the substrate is unreactive
as the dianion. A negative charge at C5 reduces any partial
positive charge at the C6 carbonyl, making it unreactive to
nucleophilic attack. If His265 deprotonates Oγ of Ser112,
nothing further occurs. Only when the substrate C5
deprotonates Oγ of Ser112 does it create a reactive substrate.
Thus, the properties of the substrate change the mechanism of
the reaction. Another way to look at this reaction is that the
serine protonates the anionic substrate, which both creates the
serine nucleophile and activates the substrate to nucleophilic
attack. Other serine hydrolases do not catalyze hydrolysis of

Scheme 13. Microbial Oxidation of Biphenyl Proceeding via the Biphenyl Meta-Cleavage Product 2-Hydroxy-6-oxo-6-
phenylhexa-2,4-dienoic Acida

aThe MCP is the dienol tautomer of a vinylogous 1,5-diketone. The MCP hydrolase catalyzes the hydrolysis of the C5−C6 bond, yielding benzoic
acid and 2-hydroxypenta-2,4-dienoic acid.

Scheme 14. Deprotonation of MCP-Hydrolase Substrate,
HOPDA, to the Dianion, Which Readily Occurs Where the
Negative Charge Delocalizes over Many Atomsa

aOnly two of the many possible resonance structures are shown.
Binding to the active site twists this substrate to a nonplanar
conformation called the keto form as a result of keto resonance at C2.
The twist and the H-bond donors from the oxyanion hole localize the
charge to C5 and the oxyanion oxygen. The reaction starts from this
keto form.

Figure 4. Crystal structure of BphD Ser112Ala with HOPDA (blue) in
the nonplanar keto form (PDB id: 2PUH). Catalytic triad is shown in
gray carbons. The C−C hydrolases contain conserved substrate-
binding residues shown in magenta carbons (side chain interacts with
substrate) or green carbons (backbone interacts with substrate).
Residues from the catalytic domain include Gly42, Asn111, Ser112,
Met113, Asp237, His265, and Trp266. Phe175 and Arg190 belong to
the cap domain. Another conserved residue, Cys263, lies outside the
active site and is not shown.

Table 2. Residues Conserved in MCP-Hydrolases (BphD
numbering) As Compared with the Corresponding Residues
Commonly Found in Esterases100

BphDa Esterase

Asn111 His, Phe
Phe175 Asp
Arg190 Ser
Cys263 Phe, Ala, Leu
Trp266 Gly

aBphD = MCP hydrolase from B. xenovorans LB400.
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C−C bonds, likely because they cannot bind the polar substrate
or cannot bind it in a reactive conformation.
The rest of the mechanism follows the canonical esterase

mechanism. Collapse of the first tetrahedral intermediate breaks
the carbon−carbon bonds to release 2-hydroxypenta-2,4-
dienoic acid (HPD) and form the benzoyl-enzyme inter-
mediate. The formation of this benzoyl-enzyme intermediate
does not require the catalytic histidine, and the His265Gln
variant of the enzyme accumulates the benzoyl enzyme
intermediate, allowing for characterization by X-ray crystallog-
raphy.45

Next, water binds, is deprotonated by His265, and attacks the
benzoyl-enzyme intermediate to generate the second tetrahe-

dral intermediate. Collapse of the second tetrahedral
intermediate releases benzoate.
Many MCP hydrolases also catalyze the hydrolysis of

esters.76,102,103 Substitution of any of the five conserved
residues (Asn111, Phe175, Arg190, Cys263, Trp266) in
MhpC (similar experiments in Escherichia coliMCP-hydrolase76

and other MCP hydrolases104) increased or left unchanged the
rate of ester hydrolysis, but decreased HOPDA hydrolysis. This
difference is consistent with the notion that these residues are
important for binding HOPDA in a catalytically productive
orientation. Substitution of the active site histidine with
glutamine eliminates hydrolysis of esters, but for HOPDA
only the second step is slowed.103 This result is consistent with

Scheme 15. Proposed Mechanism for MCP-Hydrolases with Residues Numbered to Match Those in BphD from the Biphenyl
Degradation Pathway of B. xenovorans LB400a

aThe dianion of HOPDA binds in a nonplanar conformation, which localizes the negative charge to C5. This negative charge, not the histidine,
deprotonates the serine to create the nucleophile. The rest of the reaction steps are similar to those in the canonical esterase mechanism.

Scheme 16. Degradation of Nicotine by the Bacteria Arthrobacter nicotinovoransa

aIncludes a hydrolysis of a C−C bond in DHPON catalyzed by DHPON hydrolase. If DHPON hydrolase is not present, DHPON irreversibly
cyclizes to 2,6-dihydroxy-N-methylmyosmine.
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the proposal that the HOPDA substrate deprotonates the
serine for the MCP-hydrolase reaction, but cannot for the
esterase reaction.
Thus, the change in mechanism comes from the ability of

MCP hydrolases to bind the new, polar substrate in a reactive
conformation and the new chemical steps created by this
substrate.
2,6-Dihydroxypseudooxynicotine Hydrolase (DHPON Hy-

drolase). The bacterial pathway for nicotine metabolism
contains a C−C bond hydrolase that hydrolyzes 2,6-
dihydroxy-pseudo-oxynicotine to γ-N-methylaminobutyrate
and 2,6-dihydroxypyridine (Scheme 16).105

The 110-residue lid domain forms part of the substrate
binding site and appears in X-ray structures in both an open
and closed conformation.106 Researchers suggest that the
substrate binds to the open conformation, which then closes for
reaction. Most lid domains are inserted between β6 and β7, but
the lid domain in DHPON hydrolase occurs at the N-terminus.
This insertion location is not believed to affect the function of
the lid domain.
The first step of the suggested mechanism is an enol-to-keto

tautomerization similar to that in the MCP hydrolases (Scheme
17). This tautomerization breaks the conjugation between the

carbonyl and aromatic ring to create a more electrophilic
carbonyl for attack as well as a better leaving group. The closed
conformation creates an ion pair between Glu148 and Arg18, a
residue from the lid domain. Replacement of either residue with
alanine decreases activity at least 50-fold. Glu148 deprotonates
the phenol OH and protonates C3. The closed conformation
also distorts the substrate from a planar geometry at C3 to bent
at C3 to favor the enol tautomer, which has a tetrahedral
configuration at C3.
The next steps are similar to the canonical esterase

mechanism. The His-Asp pair deprotonates Ser217 Oγ-H,
which then attacks the carbonyl carbon, forming the first
tetrahedral intermediate. Collapse of this intermediate produces
the first product, 2,6-dihydroxypyridine. Water is then activated
by the His-Asp dyad and adds to the acyl-enzyme intermediate.
Collapse of this second tetrahedral intermediate produces γ-N-
methylaminobutyrate and regenerates the resting state of the
enzyme. Replacement of Ser217 with alanine decreased activity
>500-fold, indicating that it is essential for catalysis.
The researchers also suggested another mechanism in which

water directly attacks the substrate and no acyl enzyme
intermediate forms (not shown).106 This suggestion was based
on a similar hypothesis for the MCP hydrolase. Subsequent

Scheme 17. Proposed mechanism for hydrolysis of the C−C bond in DHPONa

aInvolves an enol-to-keto tautomerization, followed by steps similar to those for ester hydrolysis. Glu148 catalyzes the enol-to-keto tautomerization
by deprotonation of the phenolic OH at C2, followed by protonation at C3. An acyl enzyme intermediate forms at Ser217 in this mechanism.
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research ruled out direct attack by water for the MCP hydrolase
mechanism and confirmed an acyl enzyme intermediate, so the
direct attack mechanism is also unlikely for DHPON hydrolase.
In summary, the large N-terminal lid domain helps to bind

the substrate DHPON. Similar to MCP-hydrolases, DHPON
hydrolase begins catalysis with an enol-to-keto tautomerization
initiated by Glu148, followed by formation of the acyl enzyme
intermediate. Unlike the MCP hydrolases, in DHPON
hydrolases, the catalytic histidine deprotonates the serine Oγ.

8. EC 4 LYASES

Enzymes in enzyme classification group 4 are lyases. Lyases
cleave C−C, C−O, and C−N bonds not by hydrolysis or
oxidation, but by elimination, yielding a double bond. The
mechanisms for the lyases in the α/β-hydrolase superfamily do
not involve an acyl enzyme intermediate, but use only general
acid−base catalysis. In most cases, the oxyanion hole is used,
but the first two examples are cases in which it is not used.
EC 4.1.1 C−C Carboxy Lyases (Decarboxylases).

Tomato methyl ketone synthase 1 (MKS1) catalyzes the
decarboxylation of β-ketoacids to form methylketones for plant
defense (Scheme 18).107 The EC number for this enzyme is not
yet assigned, but it belongs with the other decarboxylases in
E.C. 4.1.1 (carboxyl lyases). Decarboxylation of β-ketoacids is
facile in the carboxylic acid form, but slow in the carboxylate
form.

The X-ray crystal structure shows an α/β-hydrolase fold and
an unusual catalytic triad of Ala-His-Asn. The Ser-His-Asn, Ala-
His-Asp, and Ser-His-Asp variants have similar activity (1.2-,
0.8-, and 0.6-fold, respectively). Thus, the catalytic serine does
not help or hinder catalysis, and the Asn variant is only slightly
better than Asp. Many close homologues, which are likely
similar decarboxylases, contain a serine as the nucleophile. For
this reason, this example is included in this review with other
Ser-His-Asp enzymes.
The active site contains a tunnel to bind the straight chain

portion. This tunnel lies between the catalytic and cap domains
similar to the acyl group binding site in some lipases. The
oxyanion hole region is blocked by Thr18, which forces the
carboxylate to find a different binding orientation in the active
site. The activity of the Thr18Ala variant is 7-fold lower than wt
MKS1.The threonine has the same role and corresponding
location as the threonine in the active site of (S)-hydroxynitrile
lyases in the next section.
Thus, the key catalytic step in the proposed mechanism is

protonation of the substrate’s carboxylate by a protonated
active site histidine.107 Blocking the oxyanion hole prevents the
oxyanion from binding in this hole, where it cannot be
protonated. Once the carboxylate has been protonated,
decarboxylation proceeds rapidly. This is the only example in
which neither the active site serine nor the oxyanion hole are
used.

Scheme 18. Decarboxylation of β-Ketomyristic Acid Catalyzed by Methyl Ketone Synthase from Tomato (MKS1)a

a(A) Tomato leaves convert β-ketomyristic acid, an intermediate in fatty acid biosynthesis, into 2-tridecanone for defense against insects. (B) The
active site contains a threonine that blocks the oxyanion hole and a catalytic triad of Ala-His-Asn, although the Ser-His-Asp variant is only 0.6-fold
slower. The oxyanion hole and catalytic serine are not shown because there is no evidence that they contribute to catalysis. The key step is the
protonation of the carboxylate by the catalytic histidine to the acid form, which decarboxylates, yielding the enol and carbon dioxide. The enol later
tautomerizes to the keto form (not shown).

Scheme 19. Linamarin, a Cyanogenic Glucoside in Plantsa

aHydrolysis of the glucoside by glycosidases yields acetone cyanohydrin. Hydroxynitrile lyase from H. brasiliensis catalyzes the elimination of
hydrogen cyanide from this cyanohydrin.
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EC 4.1.2 C−C Bond Cleavage, Aldehyde Lyases. (S)-
Hydroxynitrile Lyases. Hydroxynitrile lyases are plant enzymes
that catalyze the release of cyanide from cyanogenic glycosides
as a defense against insects (Scheme 19). The natural substrate
of most HNLs is the achiral acetone cyanohydrin, but they also
catalyze the S-enantioselective cleavage of mandelonitrile.
HNLs exist in several protein fold families; here, we focus on
those in the α/β-hydrolase fold superfamily. The best
characterized (S)-HNL is HNL from rubber tree, Hevea
brasiliensis (HbHNL). Royal DSM uses HbHNL in the
manufacture of an insecticide precursor to catalyze the reverse
reaction, addition of hydrogen cyanide to aldehydes.108

In addition to the Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad, (S)-HNLs have
threonine and lysine residues in the active site. X-ray crystal
structures of HbHNL with substrate acetone cyanohydrin and
product acetone48 show that the threonine residue blocks the
oxyanion hole region, causing the carbonyl of acetone to orient
different from the carbonyl of esters in an esterase (Scheme
20). The positive charge of the lysine residue’s side chain
stabilizes the negative charge on nitrile and may raise the pKa of
the catalytic histidine.
The accepted mechanism for HbHNL is general acid−base

catalysis, with a single transition state and no covalent
intermediate109 (Scheme 20). The substrate acetone cyanohy-
drin binds in the active site by forming hydrogen bonds
through its hydroxyl group with Oγ’s of Ser80 and Thr11
(numbering according to HbHNL). His235 removes a proton
from Ser80, which in turn deprotonates the substrate’s hydroxyl
group, which causes formation of a C−O double bond and
release of cyanide. Next, His235 protonates the cyanide to
complete the reaction.
The key features of the (S)-HNL mechanism is no use of the

oxyanion hole and no acyl-enzyme intermediate. Serine is not a
nucleophile but a proton shuttle between substrate and catalytic
histidine. A lysine in the leaving group site stabilizes the
negative charge on the leaving cyanide.
(R)-Hydroxynitrile Lyase (AtEST5). Initial annotation of the

EST5 gene in Arabidopsis thaliana classified it as an esterase,

and later characterization confirmed that it catalyzes ester
hydrolysis.110 The AtEST5 enzyme also catalyzes cleavage of
mandelonitrile (42 s−1),111 but not of the natural substrate of
other HNLs, acetone cyanohydrin. Further, A. thaliana does
not contain cyanogenic glucosides. AtEST5 is most likely an
esterase with a promiscuous hydroxynitrile lyase activity.
AtEST5 differs from HbHNL in its enantiopreference toward

mandelonitrile, in its catalytic residues, and likely in its reaction
mechanism. AtEST5 is highly enantioselective for (R)-
mandelonitrile, but HbHNL and other HNLs in the α/β-
hydrolase superfamily favor (S)-mandelonitrile. AtEST5 lacks
the key catalytic lysine found in HbHNL and has a methionine
at the corresponding location. AtEST5 also lacks the threonine
found in HbHNL and has an asparagine at the corresponding
location.
Andexer et al.112 docked the substrate in the active site and

proposed a possible mechanism for AtEST5 (Scheme 21). The
key feature is binding the nitrile substituent in the oxyanion
hole. Although no X-ray structures show nitrile bound to the
oxyanion hole in α/β-hydrolase fold enzymes, Zhu et al.113

reported a structure of nitrile bound to an oxyanion hole in a
dioxygenase, which has a different fold. Thus, the proposed
binding of nitrile in the oxyanion hole is a reasonable
hypothesis.
The substrate hydroxyl group donates a hydrogen bond to

His236 of the catalytic triad while accepting a hydrogen bond
from the δ-amide of Asn12.112 The reaction begins with proton
abstraction from the hydroxyl group of mandelonitrile by
His236. Next, elimination of cyanide forms the carbonyl group.
The cyanide, stabilized by the oxyanion hole, is protonated by
Ser81, which then abstracts the proton from His236 to
regenerate the starting state. In parallel with their opposite
enantioselectivities, AtEST5 and HbHNL have opposite
methods of proton abstraction and replacement. In AtEST5,
the substrate hydroxyl proton is abstracted by the histidine, and
the cyanide is protonated by the serine. In HbHNL, the
opposite happens: the hydroxyl proton is abstracted by the
serine, and cyanide is protonated by histidine.

Scheme 20. Mechanism for the Cleavage of Acetone Cyanohydrin by (S)-HNL from H. brasiliensis39,95a

aBlocking of the oxyanion hole by threonine forces the acetone carbonyl group into an orientation different from that for the ester carbonyl group in
esterases. In HNL, the serine Oγ interacts with the oxygen of the carbonyl group, whereas in esterases, it interacts with the carbon.
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In summary, the active site differences between HbHNL and
AtEST5 require the mechanisms to differ. Neither mechanism
involves an acyl enzyme intermediate. The proposed
mechanism for AtEST5 uses an oxyanion hole to stabilize the
leaving cyanide group. Histidine directly deprotonates the
substrate OH, while serine serves as proton shuttle to protonate
the leaving cyanide. In contrast, in the HbHNL mechanism, the
histidine deprotonated the substrate via a serine proton shuttle,
and protonated the cyanide directly.
Aldolases. Lipase B from C. antarctica and several other

lipases catalyze the aldol addition of an aldehyde to another
carbonyl compound to form a β-hydroxyaldehyde114−116

(Scheme 22A). An active-site-targeted inhibitor stops the
reaction, indicating that the reaction occurs in the active site.
The Ser105Ala variant catalyzes the reaction ∼2-fold faster than
wild type, indicating that the catalytic serine does not
participate in the mechanism.
Computer modeling suggests that CAL-B catalyzes both

steps of the reaction: formation of the enolate and addition of
the enolate to the carbonyl compound (Scheme 22B).114,115

Catalysis involves only general acid−base catalysis and no acyl
enzyme intermediate. The oxyanion hole binds and polarizes
the carbonyl; next, the catalytic histidine removes the α-proton
to form enolate. In the enolate addition step, the protonated
histidine acts as an acid to protonate the carbonyl compound.
The reaction is slow: 65 d−1 or 0.0008 s−1. Molecular dynamics
simulations suggest that the reason for the slow reaction is that
the substrates bind in nonreactive orientations most of the
time.
A related promiscuous reaction is the Mannich reaction, in

which an enolate adds to an imine instead of adding to an
aldehyde in the aldol addition. Several lipases catalyzed the
Mannich reaction between an imine of benzaldehyde and
acetone; lipase from Mucor miehei gave the highest yield
(89%).117 The reaction mechanism is likely similar to the aldol
addition, but few mechanistic details are known.

In summary, CAL-B catalyzes an aldol addition using general
acid−base catalysis. The substrates lack a leaving goup, so they
cannot form an acyl enzyme. Indeed, replacement of the serine
with alanine increased the reaction rate. The oxyanion hole
polarizes the carbonyl to aid formation of the enolate
intermediate.

Conjugate Additions: C−C (4.1.99), C−O (4.2.99), C−N
(4.3.3), and C−S (4.4.1) lyases. Conjugate additions (or 1,4-
additions) are the addition of a nucleophile to an α,β-
unsaturated carbonyl compound (Scheme 23). Depending on
the nucleophile, these reactions belong to EC 4.1.99 (other
carbon−carbon lyases), EC 4.2.99 (other carbon−oxygen
lyases), EC 4.3.3 (amine lyases), or EC 4.4.1 (carbon−sulfur
lyases). These reactions are discussed together because the
mechanisms appears to be the same.
Several lipases catalyze these conjugate addition reactions.

For example, the Ser105Ala variant of lipase B from C.
antarctica catalyzes the addition of acetyl acetone to acrolein at
an impressive rate of 4000 s−1, which corresponds to a rate
acceleration >108 over the uncatalyzed reaction.118 Reaction
mixtures of pure substrate with enzyme can warm to a boil due
to the exothermic reaction. The addition reactions show little to
no enantioselectivity.118−120 Others reported similar additions
of an oxygen nucleophile,121,122 nitrogen nucleophile,123−126 or
sulfur nucleophile.125

The reaction mechanism is similar to that for the direct
epoxidation reaction in section 4. The oxyanion hole polarizes
the α,β-unsaturated carbonyl compound while the catalytic
histidine deprotonates the nucleophile. No acyl enzyme
intermediate forms. The Ser105Ala variant of CAL-B, in

Scheme 21. Proposed Mechanism for Cleavage of
Mandelonitrile by (R)-HNL from A. thaliana Based on
Docking Calculations112,a

aAtEST5 binds the substrate in an orientation that differs from both
esterases (carbonyl is not in oxyanion hole) and from HbHNL (nitrile
is in oxyananion hole). X-ray structures have not confirmed this
proposed binding. For clarity, the catalytic aspartate is not shown.

Scheme 22. Lipase-Catalyzed Aldol Addition Involving
General Acid−Base Catalysis, but No Acyl Enzyme
Intermediatea

a(A) Lipase B from C. antarctica catalyzes the addition of hexanal to a
second molecule of hexanal to form a β-hydroxy aldehyde. This
addition is not enantioselective, but lipase from pig pancreas shows
low enantioselectivity (E ∼ 2.5) in a similar reaction.116 (B)
Theoretical calculations indicate that lipase catalyzes both the enolate
formation step and the enolate addition step. The active site serine is
not shown because it is not essential for the reaction, and the active
site aspartate is omitted for clarity.
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which formation of an acyl enzyme intermediate is impossible,
is up to 100-fold faster than wild type CAL-B.118,127 After
addition of the nucleophile, the protonated histidine protonates
the α-carbon. In the direct epoxidation mechanism, this step
differs. The epoxide forms, and the protonated histidine
protonates the leaving water from the hydroperoxide
intermediate.
Lipases also catalyze the Morita−Baylis−Hillman reaction128

(conjugate addition followed by additional steps) and the
addition of thiols to the double bond of vinyl esters.129,130 The
reaction mechanisms of these reactions are unknown, but may
be similar to those for conjugate additions.
In summary, binding the carbonyl oxygen of an α,β-

unsaturated carbonyl compound in the oxyanion hole polarizes

it for attack by a nucleophile. Histidine activates the nucleophile
by deprotonation and then protonates the α-carbon.
Lipase B from C. antarctica (CAL-B) catalyzes three different

reaction mechanisms: canonical esterase mechanism, aldolase,
and conjugate addition, which includes direct epoxidation. In
addition, a variant of CAL-B catalyzes a fourth mechanism:
peptide hydrolysis. This catalytic promiscuity of CAL-B is likely
due to its stability and abilities to bind a broad range of
substrates and maintain activity in the organic solvents needed
for some of these reactions. In addition, since it is often used by
organic chemists for synthesis, it is often the first enzyme tested
for new types of reactivity.

EC 4.2 C−O Bond Cleaving Lyases. Menaquinone
synthase, MenH (EC 4.2.99.20), catalyzes a 1,4-elimination
reaction of pyruvate from a cyclohexene (Scheme 24A). It
converts the 3-cyclohexene below to the corresponding 2,4-
diene by elimination of pyruvate from C5 and a proton from
C2. This bacterial enzyme is part of the vitamin K synthesis
pathway.131 Researchers have solved the X-ray crystal structures
of enzymes from both E. coli131−133 and Staphylococcus
aureus.134

X-ray crystallography (PDB id: 4mys50) revealed how
product binds to the active site and led to a proposed
mechanism (Scheme 24B). The succinyl group binds in the
region corresponding to the acyl binding site of esterases with
the carbonyl group in the oxyanion hole. The cycloxenyl and
enol pyruvyl groups bind in the alcohol binding site of
esterases. Several conserved arginines within the active site
(Arg90, Arg124, and Arg168; not shown in Scheme 24B) bind
the three carboxylates of this polar substrate and position it for
reaction.
The proposed mechanism involves general acid−base

catalysis and no acyl enzyme intermediate. The reaction starts
similarly to that in esterases. The substrate lies with the
carbonyl in the oxyanion hole. The catalytic histidine, using Oγ
of the catalytic serine as a proton shuttle, removes the proton at
C2 to make an enolate. The oxyanion hole can stabilize the

Scheme 23. Lipase Catalysis of the Addition of Nucleophiles
to α,β-Unsaturated Carbonyl Compoundsa

aThese additions can form carbon−carbon, carbon−oxygen, carbon−
nitrogen, or carbon−sulfur bonds. v = measured rate at one substrate
concentration.

Scheme 24. Menaquinone Synthase, MenH, Catalysis of a 1,4-Elimination of Pyruvate from 2-Succinyl-5-enolpyruvyl-6-
hydroxy-3-cyclohexene-1-carboxylatea

a(A) The ring numbering makes this reaction a 2,5-elimination for this substrate. The kcat value refers to the enzyme from E. coli.131 (B) The
proposed mechanism133 starts with the formation of an enolate, whose oxyanion is stabilized by the oxyanion hole. Elimination of pyruvate from this
enolate is aided by protonation of the leaving group by the catalytic histidine. The amino acid numbers correspond to the E. coli enzyme.
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negative charge at the enolate oxygen. Elimination of pyruvate
from this enolate, aided by the protonation of pyruvate by the
catalytic histidine, yield the product cyclohexadiene.

9. EC 5 ISOMERASES
EC 5.1.99 Racemase. Lipase from B. cepacia (E.C. 3.1.1.3)

catalyzes the slow racemization of N-methyl α-aminonitriles
(Scheme 25A).135 This promiscuous unnatural reaction has not

yet been assigned an Enzyme Classification number, but it will
most likely fit into EC 5.1.99, which contains racemases and
epimerases that act on other compounds.

The suggested mechanism is the reversible elimination of
cyanide to form an imine intermediate (Scheme 25B). There is
no acyl enzyme intermediate; catalysis involves only acid−base
reactions. This suggested mechanism was not tested exper-
imentally.

EC 5.2 Cis−Trans Isomerase. Dienelactone hydrolase
(DLH) catalyzes the hydrolysis of dienelactone to maleyl
acetate (Scheme 26A) as part of the β-keto adipate pathway for
bacterial degradation of aromatic compounds.136 The DLH
catalytic triad consists of a nucleophilic cysteine (Cys123), a
histidine (His202), and an aspartic acid (Asp171).137

Substitution of the catalytic cysteine with serine abolishes
hydrolase activity but enables isomerase activity (Scheme
26B).138 HPLC, proton NMR, and thin layer chromatography
confirmed the interconversion between the (E)- and (Z)-
lactones. This isomerase activity is discussed here.
The reason for the change in reaction is the increase in the

lifetime of the acyl enzyme intermediate and the propensity of
the acyl enzyme to relactonize.138 In wt DLH, attack of water
on the acyl enzyme leads to the second tetrahedral intermediate
shown in Scheme 26A. Loss of thiol leads to the hydrolysis
product, maleyl acetate. In contrast, the corresponding second
tetrahedral intermediate in the DLH-Cys123Ser variant lacks a
good leaving group and is more likely to return to the acyl
enzyme intermediate (Scheme 26C). This intermediate can
isomerize the side chain by rotation about the C2−C3 bond,
followed by tautomerization to the enol form. Recyclization of
the acyl enzyme to the lactone yields the isomeric lactone.
Thus, the slow cleavage of the acyl enzyme intermediate allows
isomerization of the lactone side chain and the propensity to
reform a ring regenerates the lactone.

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad with oxyanion hole catalyzes a
remarkable diversity of reactions using widely varying

Scheme 25. Racemization of N-Methyl α-Aminonitriles and
Proposed Cyanide Elimination Mechanisma

a(A) Lipase from B. cepacia (BCL) catalyzes the racemization of N-
methyl α-aminonitriles. (B) The proposed mechanism is the reversible
elimination of cyanide to form an imine intermediate. The catalytic
histidine serves as the base, and the oxyanion hole stabilizes the
released cyanide.

Scheme 26. Hydrolysis Catalyzed by wt DLH and Isomerization Catalyzed by DLH-Cys123Sera

a(A) Loss of the best leaving group, thiol, from the second tetrahedral intermediate leads to hydrolysis of the dienelactone by wt DLH. For clarity,
the steps for formation of the acyl enzyme and second tetrahedral intermediate are omitted. (B) DLH-Cys123Ser catalyzes not hydrolysis, but the
isomerization of the (Z)- and (E)-lactones. (C) Possible mechanism for isomerization beginning with second tetrahedral intermediate. Hydrolysis of
the acyl enzyme is slow because the serine Oγ is a poorer leaving group than the cysteine Sγ, thus favoring reformation of the acyl enzyme. Rotation
about the C2−C3 bond followed by tautomerization to the enol form allows the acyl enzyme to recyclize to form the isomeric lactone.
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mechanisms. The range includes five different reaction classes
and two general mechanisms: the hydrolase-type mechanism
and the lyase-type mechanism. The rates of the reactions vary
from a few turnovers per hour to thousands per second. The
exact grouping of these mechanisms into 17 different types is
somewhat arbitrary, especially because the mechanistic details
of some reactions are unknown.
The most common reason for a new mechanism is that the

substrate itself requires new steps. Changing the substrate from
an ester to substrates that cannot hydrolyze (cyanohydrins,
aldehydes and ketones, and others) requires a new reaction.
These substrates follow a lyase-type reaction mechanism. Even
for substrates that can hydrolyze, unique features of the
substrate may require new mechanistic steps. For example,
hydrolysis of a phosphotriester cannot follow the canonical
mechanism because the phosphoryl enzyme intermediate
blocks the region where water normally binds. In another
example, lactones and peptides form tetrahedral intermediates
with a lone pair orientation unsuitable for the next protonation
step. A new mechanistic step is required for the reaction to
continue. In three cases, it is the enzyme, not the substrate, that
determines the favored reaction. The substrates for perhy-
drolases, acyl transferases and lactone cis−trans isomerase, can
either hydrolyze or undergo a new reaction. The enzyme favors
the new reaction, and hydrolysis is a side reaction.
Although the substrate may require new steps, the enzyme

does not need to provide these steps. One possibility is no
reaction. The observation that the α/β-hydrolase fold enzymes
catalyze this wide range of mechanisms is indeed remarkable.
None of the individual enzymes catalyzes all 17 reaction

mechanisms. The most promiscuous enzyme is lipase B from C.
antarctica and its variants, which catalyze four different
mechanisms. One reason that a single enzyme cannot catalyze
all 17 mechanisms is that the substrates vary widely. Some are
hydrophobic, some hydrophilic. Their shapes differ. To react,
the substrate must bind to the active site in a catalytically
productive orientation. It is unlikely that one active site could
accommodate the wide range of substrates, especially because
some of these orientations may be incompatible with one
another. For example, some require the substrate to bind in the
oxyanion hole, but others require the substrate to bind outside
this region.
Much in the same way that a general acid can catalyze a wide

range of reactions, so too, a serine hydrolase can catalyze a wide
range of reactions. Acid catalyzes both hydrolysis and
elimination reactions; serine hydrolases also catalyze both
reactions. In many cases, the substrate itself determines which
reaction can occur because some substrates can undergo
hydrolysis, but others cannot. When the substrate can undergo
several reactions, the serine hydrolase, unlike a general acid, can
favor one reaction.
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